







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































?Exploring Sectarian Shinto religiosity from the 
perspective of the research on mythology 
interpretation: on the case of Shinrikyo
KWON Dongwoo
Abstract
Modern Japan had two types of Shinto: National Shinto and Sectarian Shinto. However, Post-war 
Japanese society forced Sectarian Shinto into the the category of National Shinto or treated it like 
traditional Shinto. What traditional Shinto meant was strongly influenced by ideas from Reformation 
Shinto and late Edo period Kokugaku ideology. This paper questions the generalization of Sectarian 
Shinto as traditional Shinto, and explores the individual religiosity of Sectarian Shinto as modern 
religion. In particular, it focuses on Shinrikyo as a religious order, and explores how its founder Sano 
Tsunehiko depicted classical mythology based on his interpretation of it. Furthermore, this paper seeks 
to shed light on the possibility of Sectation Shinto as ?Modern mythology?.
Keywords:  Sectarian Shinto, Shinrikyo, interpretation of mythology research, Early Modern 
mythology, Sano Tsunehiko
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